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ON COMPOSITION SERIES AND NEW

INVARIANTS OF LOCAL ALGEBRA

.JÜRGEN STÜCI<RAD AND WOLFGAt'JG VOGEL

§ 1 INTH.ODUCTION l MOTIVATION AND PR~LIMINARYRESULTS

In 1965, D.A. Buchsbaum posed thc problem to describe the difference between
the length and multiplicity ofparameter ideals oflocal rings, see, e.g., [SV]. 30 years
lateI', the same problem was discussed in [\To], [M\T] for the quotient. Analyzing
this approach the ailll of our paper is to study two new invariants of local rings.
Moreover, we describe some applications.

Let A be a local ring or a graded J{-algebra, J( is a field, with nlaximal ideal mA.

We note that a graded J{-algebra is a Noetherian gracled ring, say A = Ao€BAI EB ...
with Ao = K, generated by Al. By an A-module we always 11lean a unitary finitely
generated lllodule over A. Let lvI be a (graded) A-Illodule. The length of M over
A is clenoted by eA(M) or e(M). V\Te eonsider a (homogeneous) ideal Q of A with
e(M/QAtJ) < 00. Then the mllltiplicity of Q on M is well-defined and denoted by
e(Q; 1\1), see, e.g., [Ei], [SV].

We want to stlldy the following two invariants:

nA(A1) := sup{e(A1/QA1)/e(Q; M)IQ (homogeneous) ideal of A with

e(M / Q A1) < oo} E IR+ U { 00 } .

nA(A1) := sup{f(M/QAtJ)/e(Qj M)IQ (homogeneous) parameter ideal for

A1} E IR+ U { 00 } .

Remarks 1. (i) We only eonsider homogeneous ideals Q provided A is a graded
J(-algebra and M is a graded A-moelule.
(ii) Of course, 1 ~ nA (M) ~ nA(A1). We get nA(M) = nA(A1) if A is a loeal
ring anel A/m·A is an infinite field, see our diseussion about an application of the
theorem of transition. This follows from well-known I'esults of loeal algebra (see,
e.g., [!vIa], theorenls 14.13 anel 14.14). However, the following example shows that
nA anel nA need not to be equal in the graded ease even when the field J( is infinite.

Moreover, we note that nA(M) = 1 if anel only if M is a (graded) Cohen
Macaulay Illodule over A (see, e.g., [BH]). Using this fact and the considerations
below on flat extensions we also get: nA(AtI) = 1 if and only if M is a (graded)
Cohen-Macaulay nl0dule.

Typeset by AJV1S- 'IFX
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(iii) Using our notation we note that the lemma of Lech, see [Le], can be stated as
follows:

inf{I!( MI QM) Ie( Q; M) IQ parameter ideal for M} = 1.

Example. Let R be the polynomial ring ]([x, y, z]. Consieler the ideal I = xR n
(y, z)R anel the graded ](-algebra A := RII. Then we have

(1) nA(A) = 00,

(2) ilA(A) = 2.

Proof. (1) Let n be an integer 2:: 1. We set Qn := (xn,y,z)R. VVe note that QnA is
not a paralneter ideal for A. "Ve have €(AIQnA) = n. Applying the associative law
for luultiplicities, see, e.g., [No], Prop. 11 on page 341, we get for the multiplicity
e(Qn; A) = 1. Henee we get (1).
(2) Vve set q := (xQ + Xl, xz) . R. Then we have €(AI qA) = 2. Using again the
associative law for lnultiplieities we obtain e(qj A) = 1. Henee we get nA(A) 2:: 2.
Dur theorem 4, (i) of § 2 and cxample 1 of § 4 yield the desircd equality. D

Remarks 2. (i) If !vI is a FLC A-lnodule (i.e. the loeal eohomology H:n(M) has
finite length for i = 0, ... ,dirn /vI - 1) then the eorreeted version of the theorem,
(i) of [M\!] shows that nA(M) < 00. From this point of view we want to mention
that RI! in our above exalnple is not FLC (sec, e.g., [SV], Prop. 16, page 260).
(ii) Assertion (1) shows that nA (A) < 00 is not true in general. However, by
considering the sanle ideal I we have 1iA (A) < 00. Hence we want to ask the
following question.

Problem. Characterize the (graded) A-Iuodules M with nA(M) < 00 01' nA(M) <
00.

In order to study this problein anel to elescribe our first applications of the
new invariants we need to explain some further notations. First we require some
dimension theory. Let !vI be an A-Illodule. "Ve set

Assh lvI := {P E Ass MI dirn AIP = dirn M}.

NI is sajd to be equidinlensional if dirn AIP = dirn M for all minimal prime ideals
P E Supp A1, i.e., if min Supp A1 = Assh lvI. Following M. Nagata [Na], page 124,
an A-module lvI is called quasi-unmixed if NI is equidimensional where i1 is the
completion of M with respect to mA. Moreover, M is unmixed if dirn AIP = clin1 M
for all P E AssM, i.e., if AssA1 = AsshA1 (see again [Na], page 82). It is known
that there are loeal integral dOlnains which are not quasi-unmixed (see our remark
after Theoreln 2 of § 2). However, "quasi-unmixed" and "equidinlensional" coincide
in the gracled ease. In this case the chain conditions for prime ideals are satisfied
by A as A is an epin10rphic image of a polynomial ring over a field (see [Na]).

Second we need to apply the theorem of transition (see [Na], Ch. 11, § 19). Let
A' be a faithfully Rat A-algebra. We assurne that A' is again a loeal ring or a
graded !(' -algebra with a field ](' 2 !(. If EA,(A' l,nAA') < 00 then the length
anel multiplicities over A' and A differ only by the faetor e(A' /mAA') (see [Na],
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(19.1)). Henee we get nA{Al) ~ nA/{lvJ') where M' := M®A A'. In order to obtain
upper bounds for nA{M) and nA{M) we therefore nlay assume that A/m'A{= ]( if
A is a gradecl J(-algebra) is an infinite field. We need to apply this fact in order to
get our above renlark 1, (ii).

Moreover, if Q' is a parameter ideal for i1 in Athen there is a parameter ideal Q
, for!vI in A such that M/Q'M rv M/QM. Considering the faithfully fiat A-module

A we therefore have nA (A1) = n).(M) and nA(1I1) = n Ä (M).
Using the Cohen strueture theory we therefore may assume that in the loeal

ease the ring A is a eomplete regular loeal ring with infinite residue class fielel 01' in
the graded case that A. is a polyno1uial ring in finitely 111any variables over an infi
nite field sinee the length and 111ultiplicity are the same by considering epimorphic
irllages of A.

An i111portant approach to the proofs of § 3 is to apply filtrations: Let M be a
(graded) A-111odule. A finite sequence (lvIdo<i<r of submodules Mi of !vI is said
to be a filtration of M if 0 = Mo C MI C ~. ~ C Mr = Al. Following [Bo], pp.
265-266 a filtration is called a composition series if for every i = 1, ... ,r we have
111i-1/1I1i rv A/Pi for SOUle (ho1nogenous) prime ideal Pi of A. It follows that
Ass M ~ {Ph ... 1 Pr}' Moreover, following [Dr] and [Si] !vI is defined to be clean
if there exists a composition series of M, say (Mi)O<i<r with Mi-l /1I1i rv A/Pi,
such that {PI," . 1 Pr} = min( Supp 1\1). - -

Let us consider the following special case: R = J([xo, ... ,xn ], J a 1110nomial ideal
of R and M = R.jJ. Then 111 has a composition series where the corresponding
prime ideals PI, ... 1 Pr are_ lnonolllial prilnes. This follows frolll the construction
of COl1lposition series. Let's eall such composition series of R/J a nl0nomial conl
position series. Therefore our Theorem 4 of § 2 yields a first application of the ncw
invariants. Before stating this result we need to introduce the degree of a graded
1110dule A1 over a graded J(-algebra A. This degree del10ted by degA M or deg M
is defined as the l1lultiplicity e(rnA; M).

Corollary 1. Let J be a monolllial ideal of R := J{[xo, ... ,xn ]. For every monomial
c01nposition series (A1do~i~r of R/J we have

r ~ deg R/J . nR(R/I).

If R/I is quasi-unmixed then we get r ~ deg R/J + nR{R/I) - 1.

Moreover, with the aid of the cleanness concept, our study on the invariants
yields a new proof of the known and interesting fact: .Let J be an unnlixed clean
InonOlllial ideal of R then R/J is Cohen-Macaulay (see Corollary 5 of § 2).

Another application of these invariants follows from theorem 1 of § 2.

Corollary 2. Let A be a local ring and let A1 bc an A-nlodule. If nA(!vI) < 00 then
111 is quasi-unmixed.

However, the Inain result of this paper states that nA (M) < 00 for all graded
modules Al over a graded Ji-algebra A, see theoreln 2 (2) of § 2.

§ 2 MAIN R,ESULTS

The ainl of this section is to describe our four theorems. First we study the
invariant nA{M).
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Theorenl 1. (1) Let A be a loeal ring (01' a graded ](-algebra) alld let M be an
(graded) A-Inodule. IfnA(l'vI) < 00 tllen ]1,11 is quasi-unmixed.

(2) The follo'wing eOllditions are equivalent

(i) For every loeal ring A (01' graded ](-algebra) and every quasi-unlllixed
(graded) A-module M we have nA (M) < 00.

(ii) For every eOlllplete regular local ring R with infinite residue dass neid (01'
for every poiYllomial ring R = I([xo, ... ,xn ] over an infinite neid ]() we
llave nR(R/P) < 00 for a1l (homogeneous) prüne ideals P oE R.

Now we are going to examine the invariant 1iA(!vI).

Theoren12. (1) Let A be a ioeal ring and let M be aJl A-module. IfnA(!vI) < 00

then !vI is quasi-unmixed.
(2) Let A be a graded ](-algebra. Then we have 11 A(M) < 00 for a11 graded A
llloduies lv.I.

Remarks 3. (1) By remark 1, (ii) it is clear that (1) of theorem 2 is equivalent to
(1) of theoreln 1 provided that the residue class field of Ais infinite. Hence theoreln
2, (1) gives only a new result when this residue dass field is fini te.
(2) M. Nagata has construeted loeal integral dOlnains A whieh are not quasi
unmixed, see [Na], example 2 of the appendix. Theoren1s 1, 2, (1) show that
for sueh loeal rings wc havc nA(A) = 11,A (A) = 00.

Theoren13. We set R:= ]([~vo, ... ,xn ]. Let A1 =1= 0 be agraded R-Illodulehaving
the following property: There is a filtration oE ]1,11, say

o= Mo C MI C ... C M r = M,

of graded R-Inoduies Mo, ,A1r , r ;::: 1, such that the faetors Ni := Mi/Mi- 1 äTe
FLC R-modules for i = 1, ,1'. Tllen we have

~ ( ) <~ degNi
nn M = L 1 M' nn(lVd < 00.

i=l (eg

In the special case that Ni are Cohen-Maeaulay modules we get thc following
corollary of theorem 3.

Corollary 3. Let M and R be as in theorem 3. We assume that M has a fil
tration such that the factors Ni = ]VIi/Mi-l are Cohen-Nlacaulay R-modules for
i = 1, ... ,r. Then we have

r

nR(M) ~ LdegNi/degM.
i=l

Theoren14. Let I C R := K[xo, . .. ,xn ] be a In onolnial ideal. Take a eOlnposition
series 0 = ],,10 c !vft c C !vIr = R/I ofR/I 'f.vith graded R-Inoduies Mo, . .. ,lvIr

such that for i = 1, ,1' we ]lave A1i/AtJi-l = R/Pi for Inollomial prime ideals
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PI, . .. ,Pr of R (a so-ca,l1ed monomial composition series, cf § 1). Then wc have
tlle following bounds:

(i) nn(R/I) ~ 1'/ deg R/I
(ii) nR(R/I) ~ r - degR/ I + 1,

provided R/I is equidimensional.

Remark 4. The assertion of theorem 4, (ii) remains analogously true for con1plete
regular local rings. If R = W[[Xl" .. ,xn ]] with a discrete valuation ring Hf then
we may replace Xo by a canonical generator of m l-V.

vVith the aid of the cleanness eoncept, we get the following two corollaries.

Corollary 4. Let I be a square-free monomial ideal of R := I<[xo, . .. ,xn ]. If R/I
is clean then we have:

nR(R/ I) ~ "Ass R/I/"Assh R/I.

The next eorollary shows that our approach via eomposition series yields sharp
bounds on nR(R/I). Indeed, having additional asslunptions, the bound r-deg R/I+
1 of theoren1 4, (ii) is equal to 1. Henee we obtain a new proof of the following
known result about unlnixed clean monomial ideals, see [Si], Cor. 2.2.4.

Corollary 5. Let I be a Inonomial ideal of R := I<[xo, ... ,xn ]. Assume that R/I
is unmixed, i.e., dirn R/P = dirn R/I for' all P E Ass R/I. If R/I is clean then R/I
is Cohen-Macaulay.

§ 3 PROOFS

Proolol Theorem 1, (1) and Theorem 2, (1). Assume that M is not quasi-unmixed.
Vve mayassume w.l.o.g. that A = R is a eomplete regular loeal ring or a polynomial
ring in finitely Inany indetenninates over a field Ie By assumption we can COIl

sider a minimal prime ideal P E Ass A1 such that d' := diln R/P < diln /vI =: d.
Let N be the intersection of all pi -primary SUbIllodules of a prilnary decoln
position of 0 in !vI, where pi E Ass M with P ~ Pi. Let U be the intersee
tion of the remaining primary submodules, i.e., U = 0 :M pt for t »0. \Ve
note that Ass h M ~ Ass U and diln M / N = d' . We now take (hoIllogeneous)
elelnents x, y E 111R such that xM ~ U, x ~ P and y A1 ~ N, y ~ p for all
p E Ass NI/U. We note that such elements da exist sinee Ann M /U rz. P and
AnnA1/U rz. p for all p E AsslvI/U. We also note that SuppM/(x + y)M =
SupplVJ/(x, y)/vI = SuppM /(x n , y)M = SuppM/(x n + y)M for all n E N+. Hence
we have di1nM/(x n + y)M = dirn M/(x H

, y)M = d - 1 for all n E N+. Take
(homogeneous) elements 11, ... ,Id-dl E Ann M / N whieh form apart of a sys
teIn of paralneters for M / (x, y) /vI. Indeed, such elements exist since the raclical
of Ann M / N is equal to P and (x l y)R rz. P. Consider (holnogeneous) elen1ents
Id-d l +l, . .. ,Id-l such that 11, . .. ,ld-1 is a system of paran1eters for M /(x n

, y)A1
and for M/(x n + y)M for all n E f:~+. We set Qn := (X n,y,ll, ... ,ld-l)R and
Q~ := (x n + y, 11, . .. ,ld-dR, n E N+. Of course, !!(M/QnAtJ) and I!(M/Q~llvJ) are
finite. vVe also get
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e(IvI/Q~IvI) ;::: I!(NI/N +Q~M) =
I!(M/N + (x n

, fd-d'+l, . .. ,!d-l )lI,lI)

(since (y, !d-d'+l, ... ,!d-dM ~ N),
=: e(A1/x n A"7I) with NI:= A1/N + (ld-d'+ll'" , Id-dM.
The same result is true by taking Qn for Q~.

Since dirn M ~ dimAt[/N - (d'-l) = 1 and I!(M /x n M) < 00 we have dirnM = 1
and x n is a paralneter element for M. We now choose m E N+ such that 0 :M x m =
o:M x m + 1 = .... Hence we lnay consider the following exact sequence:

n

o-r At/0 :M xm + xM ~ NI /x n +1M -r M/x n At -r 0

(up to a shift of degrees in the graded case) for n .2:: 111. Then it follows by in
duction on n that I!(M/x n i/J) = (n - 1n)I!(M/0 :M xm + xlVI) + e(M /x m lVI) >
n - r71. On the other hand, we get for the multiplicity e(Q~; M) = e(Q~; A1/U) =
e(y, Ill' .. ,Id-l; Al/U) since x Al/U = O. The same result is again true by taking
Qn for Q~. Hence we have that e(Q~; At[) and e(Qn; A1) do not depend on n by
construction of y, /1, . .. ,Id-l and by using the above facts. Therefore we get

1
. e(M/Q~A1) l' n - m
an > 1m = 00

n-+oo e(Q~; NI) - n-+oo e(y, 11, ... ,!d-l; M /U)

The SaIlle is true for Qn. _Finally we obtain that nR(M) = 00 for thc local and
graded case, and nR(l\1) = 00 for the local case since in this situation (x n +
y, II" .. ,fd-l)R is a paraIneter ideal for M for all n E N+. This gives the desired
contracliction and completes the proof. D

Proolol Theorem 1, (2). (i):::;.. (ii) is trivial.
(ii) :::} (i): Vve assurne again w.l.o.g. that R = A is either a cornplete regular local
ring 01' a polynolllial ring in finitely many indetenuinates over a field ]{. Choose
a cornposition series 0 = NIo C NIl C ... C NIr = M of M consisting of (graded)
subnlodules Mo, MI, ... ,NIr of !vI such that Mi / Mi- J ~ R/Pi (up to shifts of
degree) for sorne (horllogeneous) prime ideal Pi of R, i = 1,... ,1'. Since IvI is
quasi-unmixed and {PI, ... ,Pr} ~ SuppM, for each i = 1, ... ,1', there is a prime
ideal P E Assh!vI such that P ~ Pi. Therefore we get for any (homogeneous) 111R

-prirnary ideal Q:

€(MjQM) ~ ~€(RjPi+Q):::; PE~hM (lEr €(RjPi +Q))

pr;Pj

S L ßpe(R/P + Q), where ßp:= ~{il1 ::; i ::; r, P ~ Pi}
PEAssh M

for all P E Assh NI. Moreover, we define Cip := eRp (Mp) for all P E Assh M. Then
it follows by [Bo], Remark 1 on page 275 that 1 ::; Cip ::; ßp for all P E Assh M.
vVe set p := l11ax{ßp / Cip lP E Assh M} ~ 1. Then we get
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f!(M/QM) ~ p L apf!(R/P + Q).
PEAtl3h M

Applying the assüciative law für rnultiplicities we ohtain

e(Q; lvI) = L a p e( Qj R/P).
PEA3t1h M

Hence we have

e(M/QM) p'Eape(R/p + Q) {f!(R/P + Q) 1---- < < Prllax
e( Q; M) - 'Eape(Q; R/P) - e(Q; R/P)

P E Assh A1} ~ prnax{nR(R/P)IP E Assh IvI} < 00

by our assu111ptiol1 (ii). This cOlllpletes the proof. D

Rcrnarks 5. Our proof of Theorem 1 (2) remains true if we take the following refined
definition of ßp : V\fe are going to count each Pi, 1 ::; i ::; r, precisely once, i.e., if
p ~ Pi and P' ~ Pi with P, P' E Assh lvI then we count Pi, say for ßp, but not
for ßp,. COllnting the prirnes Pi in this sense we get L:PEA33h M ßp = 1'. Hence we
have

p ~ l' +1- L eRp(lvIp).
PEAtI3h M

Before embarking in the proof of thc main result of this paper given hy theorem
2, (2) we need some investigations on local cohorllology. Let A be a graded ](
algebra and let A1,lV f:. 0 be graded A-modules, where M is assumed to be finitely
generated with dirn M =: d ~ 0 hut where N need not he finitely generated. We set
a(M) := inf{i E Z I [M]i -I O}, and lV Ip:= E9i>p[N]i for any p E Z. Let H:n (lvI)
be the local cohomology rnodule for i ~ O. VVe introduce the following nonnegative
integer:

d-l ( )d-l .
f,(M) := t; i €(H:"(M)la(M)-it)

for an integer t E Z.

Lenulla 1. ASStllne]( is an infinite field. Let Xl, .•. ,Xd be a 110mogeneous system
of parameters far M lvitb deg Xi ~ t for SOlne t E Z al]d far all i = 1, ... ,d. Tl1en
we l1ave

Proof. For d = 0 there is nothing to prove. For d = 1 we get
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€(lvI/xM) - e(xjM) = e(O:M x) ::; e(H~(M)) =

e(H~l(JYI)la(M») = It(M) for all t E Z.

Let d ~ 2. \\Te can assulne w.l.o.g. that Xl ~ P for all p E Ass lvI \ {nl}. We set
o:= deg Xl ::; t. Then we have an exact sequence

which gives rise to exact sequences for all i .2: 0

By assull1ption on the eleluent Xl we have H~;I(lvI/O :M xd ~ H~;I(M). Hence
we get

(note that (Xl .i\tI]a(M) = 0 because deg Xl > 0) and €(H:U+ I(.i\tI)( -0) Ip) = e(H~~l (A1)lp-tS) ::;
e(H:: I (M) ]p-d for all p E Z. By induction hypothesis we therefore get:

D

In order to state the next lemma we need to recall thc definition of the Castelnuovo
MUluford regularity in terms of loeal cohomology: Let N be an Artinian gradecl
A-luodule. Then we set e(N) := luax{i I [N]i f:. O} E Z. The Castelnuovo-Mumforcl
regularity of a graded A-luodulc M, denoted by reg !vI, is defined as follows:

1'eg lvI:= 1nax{i + e(H~(.i\tI))IO ::; i ::; dimA1}.

Now we are going to eXaIuine 1'eg M.
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Lenuna 2. Let A, lvI and Xl, ... ,Xd be as in lelnnla 1. Then we have

d

1'eg M/(x], ... ,xd)A1 ~ L(degxi - 1) +reg M.
i=l

Proof. We can assume that Xi ~ P for all ]J E Ass M /(XI, ... ,Xi-I)M \ {17'1.} and
i = 1, ... ,d. Under this assuluption we will prove by induction on j, 1 :::; j :::; d,
that

j

reg lvl/(xl, ... ,xj)M :::; L(degxi - 1) +reg A1.
i=l

It is therefore enough to consider just the case j = 1. Set x := Xl and <5 :=
deg x ~ 1. The proof of lemma 1 has established the following exact sequence for
all i 2: 1:

Hence we get

reg lvI/xlvI = Inax{i + e(H;n(JvI/xJvl)IO ::; i ~ dilnA1 - 1)

~ lnax{max{i + e(H:n(M)), i + e(H;:1 (A1)( -<5)}1

0:::; i:::; climA1-1} = lnax{e(H~(A1)),o + e(H:n(A1)),

... ,d - 1 + <5 + e(H~(M))} ~ <5 - 1 + l11ax{i+

e(H~(M))IO ~ i :::; d} = <5 - 1 + reg M.

D

In order to prove theoreln 2, (2) we need the following application of lemma 2.

d
Corollary 2.1. Take an integer t 2: 1 + L:(deg Xi - 1) + reg M - a(lvI) then we

i=l
have

Proof. Since 1'eg M /(Xl, . .. ,xd)Aif = e(M/(Xl" .. ,xd)lvI) we have
mS]VI ~ (Xl, . .. ,Xd)M for all integers s 2: 1 + e(M/(Xl,' .. ,xd)M) - a(M/
(Xl,' .. ,Xd)JvI) = 1+e(lvI/(xI, . .. ,xd)lvI) - a(lvf). Applying lemma 2 we therefore
get corollary 2.1. D

Proof 01 theorem 2, (2). Let Xl, ... ,Xd be a homogeneous systenl of parameters
for lvI. ASStlllle w.l.o.g. that 01 := dcg Xl ~ deg Xz 2: ... ~ deg Xd. We set
t 1 := 1+ I:f=1 (deg Xi - 1) + reg M - a(!vI). Then corollary 2.1 shows that 1n tl !vI ~
(Xl, ... ,xd)M. Take a linear fonn e1 E [Ah such that e1 , Xz, ... ,Xd is agail1 a
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systern of pararneters for !vI. Then we get (e~l, X2, •.• ,xd)lVI ~ (Xl, ... , xd)A1.
Hence we have

by applying the following exact sequence for all t E N+:

Now we need to apply the following Bezout-type theorem, see, e.g. (Se]:
Let 11, ... ,Id be a honl0geneous system of parameters for M generating a para
nIetel' ideal, say Q. Then we have for the multiplicity

e(Q; M) = (deg A/Q) deg M = deg /1 ..... deg Id . deg M.

An application to Xl , ... , Xd, and e1 , X2, ••• , ,'td gives the equality e( (Xl, ... ,Xd); !vI) =
ole((el ,X2, ... ,xd);lvI). Therefore we get with Q := (Xl, ... ,Xd)A and Q' :=

(e1 ,X2, ... ,xd)A:

e(M/QM) < ~ e(M/Q'M)
e(Q, M) = 01 e(Q'; M) .

Now we have

d
~ _ 1 + '"' deg Xi - 1 + reg M - a(M) :=;_ d + reg M _ a(M).
0- LJ 0 0

1 i=2 1 1

Therefore we obtain

e(A1/Q1VI) (d ( )) e(A1/Q' M)
e(Q;M) :::; +regM-a M . e(Q';M) .

Repeating this process we get

e( M / QA1) < (d + ~ J _ (M)) d • e(A1/Q* M)
e(Q; M) - reg ll~ a e(Q*; M) ,

where Q* is a parameter ideal for M generated by elelnents of degree one. Applying
lemma 1 we obtain

e(A1/Q*A1) $; 1 + 11 ( !vI) = 1 + 11 ( !vI)
e(Q*;M) - e(Q*;M) degM

by Bezout's thcoreln. Finally we get

d 11 (A1)
iiA(l\l) ~ (d + reg Al- a(1\1)) (1 + deglvl) < CXJ.

This conlpletes the proof of theorem 2.
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Proo/ 0/ Theorem S. Since Supp lVi ~ Supp M for all i = 1, ... ,1' we have d i :=

elimNi :::; elinlAl =: d. Let Q := (fl, ... ,fd)R be a homogeneous ideal of R
generateel by a horllogeneous systerll of parameters for M. Then €(Ni/QNi) < 00.

Hence there are d i elements of a suitable minimal generating set of Q consisting
of h0I110geneous elements which generate a parameter ideal, say Fi, for Ni, i =
1, ... ,r. Then we have: f!(Ni/QNd :::; €(Ni/ FiNi), anel e(Fi; Nd ~ n~=l deg fi .
deg Ni by Bezout 's theoreln (see the proof of theorem 2, (2)). Moreover, it fo11ows
by incluction on r: e(A1/QM) ~ L~=l e(Ni/QNd. Using again Bezout's theorem
we thcrefore get:

_e(M_/Q_M_) ~ t d e(N;jFiNi) :::;
e( Q; M) i=l (TI j =l deg fj) cleg.!vI

Since Ni are FLC lnoclules we get 1'in(lVd ::; nR(Nd < 00 by a corrected version of
(MV]. This shows theorem 3. D

Proo/ 0/ theorem 4. (i) Since R/Pi are Cohen-Macaulay modules for i = 1, ... ,T
we have froln Corollary 3 of theoreln 3:

i'ln(Rj1) :::; t c1eg RjPi = r .
- i=l deg R.jI eleg R/I

(ii) Let Q be a homogeneous m-prinlary ideal of R. Using the notation and Inethod
of the proof of theorem 1, (2) wc get:

e(R/IR+Q) < LPEA~shRllo:pe(R/p+Q)

e( Q; R/I) = P . ~PEA~~h Rll e( Q; R/P) .

Since R/P are Cohen-Macaulay modules with dirn R/P = dirn R/I for a11 P E

Assh R/I we have e(R/I + Q) ::; e(Q; R/P), i.e., we get

€(R/ I +Q) '"'
e(Q;R/I) ~p~r+1- w eRp(Rp/IRp)

PEAssh RI I

by applying rClnark 5

=r + 1 - deg R/I.

D

Proo/ 0/ Corollary 4 and 5. \;Vith the aid of the cleannes concept, we get both
corollaries from theorenl 4.
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§ 4 EXAMPLES AND PROBLEMS

Example 1. VVe consider the example discussed in § 1: R = 1<[xo, Xl, xz], and
I = (xo)R n (x 1, Xz )R. In orcler to complete the proof of the assertation of this
exalnple of § 1 we need to show that nR(R/ I) ~ 2. Applying theorem 4, (i) we
describe a filtration of R/ I as follows:

oc xoR/I C R/1

having the factors xoR/1 ~ R/(XI,X2)R, and R/1/xoR/I::: R/xoR with the cor
responding monomial prime ideals PI = (XI,X2)R and Pz = xoR. Hence theorenl
4, (i) gives nR(R/I) ::; 2.
\.yith a view to theorem 3 and Corollary 3 we want to describe the following class
of examples.

Example 2. We set R = 1([xo, ... ,xn ]. Let land J be hOlnogeneous ideals of R
with the following two properties:

(i) R/land R/J are locally Cohen-Macaulay
(ii) There is a fonn, say f of R such that

1+ J = J + fR alld J: R f = J.

Then we have

'" (/ ) < deg R/ I '" ( /) deg R/J '" (R/ )
nRR1nJ =degR/lnJ·nRR1 +degR/lnJ·nn J <00

Proof. We may aSSlllne that f E I. Consider the following filtration of R/1 n J:

oc (I n J) + f R/ I n J c R/1 n J

having thc two factors (1 n J) + f R/1 n J ~ R/J( - deg f) anel R/In J /(1 n J) +
f R/In J ~ R/(1 n J) + fR = R/I. Hence assumption (i) ancl theoreln 3 provicle
our assertion of example 2.

We note that R/In J is not a FLC lllodule provided that ht I < ht J ~ n, 01'

ht J < ht 1 ~ n. Nloreover, we note that example 1 is a special case of exarnple 2.
In the light of theorem 1 we want to state the following probleIn. A positive

solution of this problem proves our conjecture at least in the graded case below.

Problem 1. We set R = I([xo, ... ,xn ]. Let P be a homogeneous prime ideal of R.
Is then nn(R/P) < oo?
The first open case of this problem is given by n = 4 and dirn R/P = 3. To show
this we want to study the following example.

Example S. Let S be the toric surface of IP'{ given parametrically by

12



Let P be the defining prime ideal of S in ]([xo, . .. , X4]. Considering the system of
paralneters Xo, Xl, x2 for R/P we get nR(R/P) ~ iiR(R/P) ~ 3. We believe that
nR(R/P) = nn(R/P) = 3. A possible way to prove such results is given by the
following problem stated in terms of the theory of Gröbner bases.

Problem 2. vVe set R = ]([xo, ... ,xn ]. Let P be ~ hOlnogeneous prime ideal of
R. Let in(P) be the initial ideal of P for same term order. Describe a relationship
between nR(R/P) and nR(R/in (P)). For exalnple, is nR(R/P) ~ 11R(R/in(P)?
The same problem is given in terms of nR(' .. ).

Continuation 0/ example 3. Taking any term order with X4 > X3 we get the follow
ing initial ideal in(P) = (xox~,x~o,xgx~, ... ,x~O)R =: Ql n Q2, where

Ql := (x~O, x~)R, Q2 := (xo, x~o, x~x~, . .. , x~O)R.

Moreover, we set Q3 := (xo, x~ , X ~ X~ , • •. ,x:)R. Then we consider the following
filtration of R/ inP:
oC inP + x~R/inP C R/inP having the factors inP + x~R/inP ,....., R/Q3' and

R/in P/inP +x~ R/in P ~ R/in P +x~R = R/Ql n (Q2 + .?;~R) = R/Ql .

Both factors are Cohen-Macaulay nlodules. Hence Corollary 3 shows that

f1,R(R/inP)::; deg R(QI + deg R(Q3 = 20 + 40 = 3.
- deg R/InP deg R/InP 20

Taking the paralueter ideal Q := (xo, Xl, x2)R. for R/inP we get

nR(R/inP) ~ P(R/inP.+ Q) = €(R/Q2 + Q) = 60 = 3
- e(Q; R/Ul P) e(R/Ql + Q) 20

Hence 11R(R/inP) = 3. It is not too difficult to show that nR(R/inP) ~ 3. This
gives nR(R/inP) = f/.R(R/inP) = 3.

Example 4. We set R := ]([xo, . .. , X4]. Considering theorem 4 we want to give a
square-free monomial ideal] of R such that

iiR(R/]) < nR(R/]) < 00.

Take I = (xo, xI}R n (X2, x3)R n (X3, X4 )R.

Claim. nR(R/I) = 3/2 > nR(R/I) = 4/3.

Proo/. Taking the following filtration of R/I:

oC I + X3R/] C (X2X4, x3)R.j I C (X31 x4)R/] C R/I

having the factors R.j(xo,xt}R,R/(xo,xl,xa)R,R/(X2,X3)R and R/(X31X,dR (np
to shifts in gradings). Hence theorenl 4, (i) gives the upper bound nn(R/I) ~ 4/3.
Considering the honlogeneous systelll of parameters f := Xo - X2,9 = X2 - X4, h =

Xl - X3 for R/I we get nn(R/I) ~ 4/3. Hence we have nR(R/I) = 4/3.

13



We note that theorem 4, (ii) just gives nR(R/1) ~ 2. However, taking the ideal
Q' := (xo,x~,g,h)Rwe obtain nR(R/1) ~ 3/2. A more eareful stuely shows that
ns(5/15) ~ 3/2, where 5 = 1([[xo, ... ,X4]]. Sinee nR(R/1) ~ ns(S/18) we have
4/3 = f1R(R/1) < nR(R/1) = 3/2. This eompietes the proof of our claün.

VVe want to eonclucle with one of possible conjectures.

COlljecture. Let A be a Ioeal ring 01' a graded 1(-algebra. Then nA(l\!l) < 00 for
every quasi-unmixed (gradeel) A-Inodule M.
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